
Grades 3-5

Oil Spill Uh Oh
Let’s simulate an oil spill in a large container and then try to clean it up. Let our inner
scientists out and think up ways to help clean up oil spills which harm our marine
ecosystems.

What will you learn?
● Explore oil spills in our oceans and how it affects marine life
● Learn why oil spills are very difficult to clean up
● Learn some of various ways scientist currently use to clean up oil spills
● Understand that scientists across the world are brainstorming ideas to clean oil

spills: this is part of the scientific process

Materials:
● Tray or container with water
● Vegetable oil or whatever oil you have on hand
● Plastic toys, feathers, seashells, or any other objects to simulate animals and plants

that use our oceans
● Clean up supplies:

○ Physically absorbent items like cotton balls, paper towels, etc
○ Items that can physically skim the oil like spoons (plastic, metal, etc), eye

droppers, etc
○ Substances to get rid of oil like soap, flour, etc

Instructions:
● Fill a container partially with water.
● Put some plastic toys, seashells, and other objects in the water.
● Pour oil into the water to cover the entire surface of the water to simulate an oil spill.

○ You can also place items in the water after you pour the oil, (like feathers to
simulate birds on the surface of the water).



● Next, consider ideas on how to clean up the oil from our “ocean.” If you’re stumped,
suggest using a paper towel or spoon to try to separate the oil from the water to get
started.

● Try using each idea and see how much of the oil you can clean from the water and
objects you placed in the water.

○ Link the cleaning of toys to certain ocean life and the feathers to birds who
use our oceans for food.

Reflection Questions:
● Do you think your ideas would work on a larger scale with a real oil spill?
● Are there any pros and cons of your ideas?
● How do you think oil spills affect sea life? How are the animals doing? Fish, birds,

mammals, etc.
● Do you think your idea would hurt or harm life in the ocean, even though it cleans the

oil? Think about what adding more chemical substances to the ocean may do to
further damage or affect ocean life.

● We are scientists right now. We are looking for ways to solve a problem and testing
our theories. How do you think scientists come up with ideas for oil spills? Do you
think they follow the same procedures we just did?

Explanation:
Oil from ships and tankers can spill into our oceans and pollute the water. The pollution of our
oceans from oil escaping from these vessels is called an oil spill. Oil spills are very harmful to
our oceans and to sea life. Oil spill can affect all manner of sea creatures, birds, fish, mammals,
plant life and even microscopic life in the ocean. Therefore scientists are always trying to find
the most effective and least harmful ways to clean up these spills when they happen. Some
ways in which scientists have clean oil spills are:

● Barriers
● Skimming
● Using chemicals to disperse oil
● Burning
● Organisms that digest oil



More to Explore at the Library:
If you are intrigued exploring the science of oil spills and are looking to find ways to continue
learning more, check out to continue advocating for some of the largest mammals on Earth,
check out all of these amazing titles below.
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